Write each word 2x

an
apple
baby
bad
bird
boat
cake
eat
Circle the correct spelling

1. apple  eppel apple
2. an  un  ann

3. beby  babie  baby
4. bet  bad  baet

5. bird  burd  burt
6. boat  boot  booth

7. ceek  keek  cake
8. ead  eat  eet
1. I eat.

2. I like cake.

3. I eat an apple.

4. The baby is happy.

5. This boat is bad.

6. A bird can eat.

7. I pick an apple.

8. I am not a baby.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. I _____ to eat _______. 🍰

2. The ______ ___ happy. 🦃

3. That ___ a bad _________. 🚤

4. This ___ ___ _______. 🐦

5. A ______ and a _______. 🍎 🦃

6. I never pick ___ ________. 🍎

7. This is a ______ __________. 🕶️

8. I do not have a __________. 🚤
1. e_ t
2. c a __
3. _ p p __
4. _ i r _
5. _ a b _
6. _ n
7. b __ t
8. b _ d
Write each word 2x

- after
- name
- rain
- horse
- door
- open
- grass
- rabbit
Circle the correct spelling

1. aftu after aafter
2. neem naam name
3. rejn rajn rain
4. horse hors oors
5. Dore door doore
6. oben open opun
7. gras graas grass
8. rabbit rabit rebbit
1. The door is open.

2. My name is Rosie.

3. We need rain.

4. The horse eats.

5. The rabbit eats grass.

6. Read after me.

7. The door is closed.

8. After rain comes sunshine.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. It begins to _____.

2. The _____ ___ open.

3. That ________ has short ears.

4. The long ______ ___ green.

5. My ______ ___ Fritz.

6. Look _________ the baby.

7. This is a bi__ br____ ________.

8. I felt a drop of ________.
1. aft__
2. op__
3. _oor
4. g__ss
5. n__me
6. r__bbb__
7. __r__e
8. r__n
Write each word 2x

- year
- ago
- bag
- bee
- black
- house
- city
- blue
Circle the correct spelling

1. year, jea, yer
2. citi, ciety, city
3. bleck, black, blak
4. house, hows, howse
5. bee, bie, bii
6. blu, blue, blew
7. beeg, bag, bagg
8. agow, ago, agoo
5. The bag is blue.

6. One year ago.

7. Look out for bees.

8. That is a big city.

9. A house in the city.

10. That was years ago.

11. This house is blue.

12. That bag is black.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. A _____ rabbit.
2. The _____ __ big.
3. A _____ school____.
4. One ______ ago.
5. The _____ ___ yellow and ______.
6. A ______ an__ ___ ____.
7. I am in the _______.
8. ______ is the sky.
Write the missing Letters

1. y__r
2. b__
3. bla__
4. h__s e
5. a g__
6. _ee
7. _it_
8. bl__

RAINBOW OF EDUCATION
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Write each word 2x

- child
- bring
- duck
- cold
- egg
- farm
- father
- girl
Circle the correct spelling

1. chilt child tsjild
2. bing brang bring

3. duck duk duke
4. kolt cold kold

5. eck egg egk
6. father fater fathur

7. fahm farm faarm
8. Gurl ghirl girl
1. This egg is cold
2. That is my father.
3. A farm and a duck.
4. That child is a girl.
5. Bring me the egg.
6. John is my father.
7. I am his little girl.
8. I feel cold.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. A c______.

2. A ______.

3. The _____ is c____.

4. That is m__ __________.

5. This _________ big.

6. _______ that _____ to me.

7. I live on a __________.

8. That c_______ is ___ g____.
1. c__il__
2. d__k
3. __g__g
4. fat___
5. b__i__g
6. ___o l___
7. ___a r___
8. g___l
Write each word 2x

- are
- ask
- bat
- bring
- brother
- bus
- candy
- feel
Circle the correct spelling

1. bay  baay  buy
2. clien  clean  klien

3. cray  kray  cry
4. tweed  feet  fiet

5. fire  feier  fair
6. fisj  fissj  fish

7. fleg  fflag  flag
8. flai  fly  flai
1. This is a bus.

2. He is my brother.

3. I feel hot.

4. The bat is black.

5. You are happy.

6. Bring it to me.


8. I feel cold.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. ____ you ok?

2. A___ my brother.

3. Is that a _____? 🦇

4. A piece of ______. 🍓

5. I get on the ______. 🚌

6. I ____ ill.

7. ______ it back.

8. How ______ you?
Write the missing Letters

1. a_e
2. b_a_
3. b_r_o__e_r
4. c_a_d_
5. a_s_
6. b__n_g
7. _u_s
8. _e_e_

RAINBOW OF EDUCATION
Write each word 2x

- buy
- clean
- cry
- feet
- fire
- fish
- five
- flag
Circle the correct spelling

1. bay  baay  buy
2. clien  clean  klien
3. cray  kray  cry
4. tweed  feet  fiet
5. fire  feier  fair
6. fisj  fissj  fish
7. fleg  fflag  flag
8. flai  fly  flai
1. I buy a flag.

2. A fish can not fly.

3. I do not like to cry.

4. I wash my feet.

5. There is a fire.

6. Our flag is square.

7. Keep your feet away from the fire.

8. I do not eat fish.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. I b_____ a fish.

2. I cl_____ our _______. 🇩🇪

3. His ______ are very big. 🚑

4. That is the German _______. 🇩🇪

5. The house is on _______. 🔥

6. I c_____ my feet.

7. Do not _____. Everything is ok.

8. I never ______ candy.
1. b_y 5. c_l_ _n
2. c_r_ 6. _e_e_e_
3. f_r_ 7. f_i__
4. f__g 8. f_l_
Write each word 2x

food

c four
don

g game

goat
go
g grade

g hand
Circle the correct spelling

1. foed  food  foet
2. foor  fore  four

3. fromm  from  fromum
4. game  geim  geme

5. koat  gaot  goat
6. kolt  golt  gold

7. graet  grade  grejd
8. hend  hent  hand
1. I am in grade four.

2. He is from Japan.

3. I like this game.

4. A goat has no hand.

5. There is no gold here.

6. Hold my hand please.

7. I like food from China.

8. three plus one is four.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
1. I like ______ from China.

2. A ______ and a dog.

3. That is pure ______.

4. I have a right and a left ______.

5. She is in ______ ______.

6. I drink milk from the ______.

7. I have 5 fingers on each ______.

8. I do not play that ______.
Write the missing Letters

1. ____ o o ____
2. ____ o m
3. g ____ t
4. ____ a d e
5. f ____ r
6. g _ m -
7. _ o l d
8. h a ____
Write each word 2x

away back
best by
call change
corn find
Circle the correct spelling

1. away awaey awaj
2. beck back bakc

3. bests bets best
4. bay bey by

5. cal coal call
6. change chang chaeng

7. korn corn corne
8. find feind fiend
1. His home is far away.

2. Come back to me!

3. He is the best player.

4. I will go by bus.

5. I will call you back later.

6. We all change.

7. I like warm corn.

8. I cannot find him.
Write the sentences the teacher or your roommate reads from the previous document.

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
1. My aunt lives far ________.

2. The cat never came ________ again.

3. No, he is not the ________ student. 😊

4. I went ___ car and she went ___ bus.

5. Give me a ________ when you come. 📞

6. I need to ________.

7. Hot _____ is delicious food. 🍗

8. I could not ________ the money.
1. a w a _
2. _ _ s t
3. _ _ l l
4. _ o r _
5. b _ c _
6. _ y
7. c h a _ _ _
8. f _ _